Looking for a better and more accurate way to create your specialty blends?

Introducing:

**Accublender™**

Computerized Blending

Plaisted Companies, Inc. has been blending and creating specialty soils since 1990.

The *Accublender™*, Plaisted's custom built computerized blender, was created in 1995 and allows us to create a precise soil blend that can be delivered wherever it is needed.

So whether we use

**Accublender™2** — capable of blending on your site

Or

An **Accublender™4** — capable of blending up to four components and delivered to your site,

Contact:

Plaisted Companies, INCORPORATED

P.O. Box 332 • 11555 205th Avenue NW • Elk River, MN 55330 U.S.A.
www.plaistedcompanies.com
Tel 763.441.1100 or 1.877.564.8013 • Fax 763.441.7782

Ordering call Dispatch
763.441.1100

For blending questions contact:
Kerry Glader 612.868.0163  Steve Young 612.840.3087
kerry@plaistedcompanies.com  steve@plaistedcompanies.com